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Intersecting the languages of photography, 
installation, sculpture and video, Nikolai Nekh’s 
work takes place amidst the recurring backdrop of 
speculative exercises that are inspired as much by 
small everyday moments as by a wider reality, of 
facts as well as conjectures, of analyses of societal 
development and transformation, of paradigms 
of knowledge and organisational systems, of 
ideological enterprises, aesthetic canons and the 
cultural, economic, political and social models of 
di�erent historical eras and periods.
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contemporary societies.
 
In its evocative journey, Achille’s Heel touches 
on the formation of Western thought, politics 
and technology (through its invocation of the 
Parthenon and the Taj Mahal), hinting at the col- 
lapse of Greek city-states and the emergence of 
ancient and modern imperial powers, from the 
incorporation of coal technology to the British 
Empire’s domination of India, from James Watt’s 
steam engine to oil exploration in Siberia. 

In this context, Achilles and his proverbial heel 
take on a decidedly symbolic importance that 
transposes the vulnerability and fragility of the 
Greek hero (the son of Peleus, symbol of violence, 
and �etis, symbol of metamorphosis) onto a 
historical narrative of technological and industrial 
progress. 

Distancing himself from both an optimistic 
vision and a fatalistic view of history, Nikolai 
Nekh leaves open other possibilities. His use 
of materials that resemble the totalizing and 

In his new video Achille’s Heel [Calcanhar de 
Aquiles], presented at MNAC — Museu do Chiado, 
the artist embarks on a journey through time, 
structured by a �ctional plot narrated in voice 
over by a ghostly �gure, who, in building a chain 
of connections between the raw materials and 
energy sources that have existed in di�erent 
periods of history, explores the inter-relationships 
between these industries and technologies and 
the representation of movement. 

Using an extended time period as a basis 
for examining the hypothetical genealogies, 
hegemonies, mutations, impacts and 
consequences of civilizational, social, political, 
economic and ideological enterprises and 
contexts, the roots of Achille’s Heel narrative 
stretch back to Classical Antiquity. Nikolai Nekh 
creates his own historicization and speculation 
of this theme, invoking classical history and 
philosophical and mythological references (such 
as Plato’s Cave), as well as modern history, 
colonialism, imperialism, experiences of 
governance and the developmental models of 
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he recreates a basic scheme using a diagram 
documenting a colonial relationship; in this case, 
between the British and the Australians.

Beyond referencing the models used by analogue 
culture in representing and organising images 
and knowledge, what distinguishes Achille’s Heel 
is precisely its appropriation and transposition to 
a visual milieu that is decidedly distant from the 
static qualities of reproduced images, one in which 
the paradigms for thinking and perceiving the 
world are associated with the aesthetics, settings 
and narrative codes of digital culture itself, where 
its porous borders with mass culture and the 
hybrid territories between art and popular culture 
are fully assumed.
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NIKOLAI NEKH
Nekh's artwork consists of the production and distribution of images that 
come from capitalism trajectories and their forms of representation.

His works have been presented in several film festivals and exhibition venues, 
such as: Achilles' Heel. Museu Nacional de Arte Contemporânea do Chiado, 
Lisbon, Portugal (2018);Meio Corte, 13th VIS, Vienna, Austria (2016); Conten-
tor Metafórico, Experiments In Cinema v11.T34, Albuquerque, New Mexico, 
EUA (2016); Concordância de Marés, Fokus 2016, Nikolaj Kunsthal, Copenha-
gen, Denmark (2016); Is a Bone a Stone?, Museu Geológico, Lisbon / Galeria 
do Sol, Porto (2017);

https://balcony.pt/nikolainekh/
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NEWS
 FUSO
 UMBIGOMAGAZINE
 NATIONAL MUSEUM OF CONTEMPORARY ART – MUSEU DO CHIADO
 ART VIEWER
 THE MUSEUM OF NEO-REALISM

https://fusovideoarte.com/en/half-cut/
http://umbigomagazine.com/en/blog/2018/07/11/a-historia-contada-segundo-a-ecologia/
http://www.museuartecontemporanea.gov.pt/en/programacao/NIKOLAI-NEKH-CALCANHAR-DE-AQUILES-2018
https://artviewer.org/tag/nikolai-nekh/
http://www.museudoneorealismo.pt/pages/1367?event_id=9707
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GAS PORUMDIA
NIKOLAI NEKH

Text by:  Sandra Vieira Jürgens

Mar 23 - Apr 18, 2018/ Balcony Gallery

Click here to review

COSMO/POLíTICA #1: A SEXTA PARTE DO MUNDO
NIKOLAI NEKH

Curated by: Sandra Vieira Jürgens e Paula Loura Batista

9 Dez 2017– May 13, 2018 / Museu do Neo-Realismo, Vila Franca de Xira

Click here to review

https://balcony.pt/gas-porumdia/
http://sandravieirajurgens.com/en/cosmopolitics-1-sixth-part-world
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THEM OR US!
NIKOLAI NEKH

Curated by Paulo Mendes

Jun 2 - Aug 13, 2017 / Galeria Municipal do Porto

Click here to review

SILENT SPRING
NIKOLAI NEKH

Text by: Markéta Stará Condeixa

Mar4 – May 14, 2016 / Syntax, Lisbon

Click here to review

http://nikolainekh.com/memories-pipeline
https://artviewer.org/nikolai-nekh-at-syntax/
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CONTACTS

PEDRO MAGALHÃƒES
PM@BALCONY.PT / +351 969 847 655

RAFAELA RUFINO
RR@BALCONY.PT / +351 910 137 378

SCHEDULE
TUESDAY - SATURDAY // 2 - 7.30 PM

ADDRESS
RUA CORONEL BENTO ROMA 12A, 1700-122 LISBON | PORTUGAL

MORE INFO
INFO@BALCONY.PT

#STAY TUNED

https://balcony.pt/



